About BFFL Co
BFFL Co (“Best Friends for Life”) makes products that help patients recover from surgery and other medical
treatments in comfort and with dignity. BFFLBags® are unique recovery kits packed with essential medical,
personal care and other products designed to help hospital patients recuperate from cancer, childbirth, and other
surgeries or treatments. There are BFFLBags® for patients with breast cancer, neuro/brain conditions, prostate
cancer, tranplants, and for expectant women preparing for childbirth.
BFFL Co also makes treatment and recovery comfort bras and other garments, and accessories such as the
exclusive heart-shaped Axilla•Pilla® comfort pillow.
BFFL Co products enhance the recovery and improve the experience of patients before, during and after
hospitalization. For each condition-related BFFLBag® sold, BFFL Co donates 15% of the proceeds to a charity
providing research and support for that condition. The complete product line can be seen and purchased at www.
bfflco.com.
BFFL Co was founded in 2011 by Elizabeth Chabner Thompson, MD, MPH, a radiation oncologist trained at
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine and the Harvard Hospital Systems. After many years of working as
a clinician, and after undergoing surgery herself, Dr. Chabner Thompson realized that patients need to feel cared
for, comfortable, and empowered, and they need to be treated in a way that preserves their dignity. She felt that
while the surgeries and treatments for cancer and other conditions have rapidly evolved (and, in some cases,
even been revolutionized), the recovery tools currently available to patients were designed decades ago, for the
surgeries and treatments of the past.
Patients often had questions when facing surgery, such as What should I bring to the hospital? Why does this
surgical bra hit just where my drains exit? What bra should I wear after my surgery to maximize the cosmetic
outcome? When can I begin to exercise again? Realizing there were no state-of-the-art recovery kits, bras or
other products on the market worthy of modern-day surgical procedures, Elizabeth set out to design some herself,
and BFFL Co was born.
In the past two years, BFFL Co sales have grown rapidly. The company has evolved from a one-woman show to
a staff of five, and moved out of the founder’s basement to an office and warehouse in New York’s Westchester
County. BFFLBags®, bras and other items have become the most talked-about get-well gifts! BFFL Co products
have been featured on television and in numerous fashion, parenting and lifestyle magazines.

The Breast BFFLBag®

“
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The Elizabeth Surgical Bra

The BFFLBag made the whole
process less scary. I love the
fact that the bag doesn’t scream
‘cancer.’

The Prostate BFFLBag®
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